Wish-A-Mile® Bicycle Tour
Personal SAG Vehicle Policy

The Wish-A-Mile Bicycle Tour is a fully supported tour. This includes having SAG (Support and Guide)
vehicles to assist as needed. Personal support vehicles are prohibited on WAM. If you have friends or
family who want to see you on the tour, they need to follow the off-route directions to lunch stops and
ending locations. These will be provided on our website in June. Copies will also be available at the
information booth on tour. Please note, off-route directions are not available for the WAM 100 and 50
because personal vehicles should not be traveling on those routes.
Off-route directions for the WAM 300 are from the overnight location to the overnight location and from
the overnight location to the lunch location and lunch location to overnight location each day. This will
help keep roads clear for riders, medics, and Make-A-Wish Michigan official SAG volunteers. Make-A-Wish
Michigan has liability insurance that covers authorized vehicles only.
If you are bringing an RV, camper, bus, or trailer please refer to our RV, camper, bus, and trailer policy.
Personal SAG vehicles are prohibited at break stops. If you have a medication that needs to be delivered
to a certain location on the tour, please contact Make-A-Wish Michigan to make arrangements.
This policy will be enforced by the Police Departments on tour with us and Make-A-Wish Michigan
personnel. If a personal SAG vehicle is found on the tour, we will:
First offense: Instruct the driver of the vehicle to follow the off-route directions found on our website and
immediately move ahead to the lunch or overnight stop. We will document the make/model and license
plate of the vehicle as well as the drivers name and team name and/or riders name that they are assisting.

Second offense: The team and/or rider who is receiving support from the personal SAG will be contacted
on tour and will need to connect with their personal SAG to ensure they adhere to the rules. If this does
not happen, the team and/or riders may not be eligible to ride in WAM the following year.

To provide for the safety of the riders, adherence to this policy is top priority.
Riders and team captains will be held responsible for the conduct of their personal
SAG driver(s) and passengers. We will ask that all riders sign an agreement in compliance with
the personal SAG vehicle policy at rider check–in.
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